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Review of Tor

● Support anonymous transport of TCP streams over 
the Internet

● Support anonymous servers by Rendezvous Points

● Low latency, suitable for common tasks, such as 
web browsing

● Available for public use, easy to use



Example



Example cont.



Example cont.



Threat Model of Tor

● Against non-global, internal, active adversary
a non-global adversary that can only observe a fraction of 

the network, modify the traffic only on this fraction and 
control a fraction of the Tor nodes.

● Against traffic analysis attacks
difficult for an adversary with a very poor a priori 

suspicion of who is communicating with whom, to gain more 
information

● Controversial, weaker than the conventional model



The Proposed Attack

● Even relatively weak adversary can perform traffic 
analysis and get vital information out of Tor

● The attacker can significantly degrade the quality 
of anonymity that Tor provides, to the level of 
protection provided by a collection of simple 
proxy servers, or ever below



The holes in Tor

● No explicit mixing
– Cells are stored in separate buffers for each stream
– Output in a round robin fashion (for fairness and best 

effort service)
– No explicit delay, reorder, batching or drop
– It means the load on the Tor node affects the latency of 

all connection streams routed through it
The higher the load, the higher the latency

● Streams from the same initiator use the same 
circuit.
– Can be used to test whether two streams accessing two 

server belong to the same user



Attack Setup



Experimental Setup

● Probe server in U. of Cambridge
● Victim and corrupt server on PlanetLab
● Tor v0.0.9

● Probe every 0.2 secs
● Corrupt server send data as fast as Tor allows

– send 10 to 25 secs
– Wait 30 to 75 secs

● Data from probing 13 Tor nodes was collected



Probe Result (Node K)



False Negative
 (not significantly affect the probe)



False Positive
 (echoes that affect probe)



Summary of Correlation



Discussion

● Attackers can use this timing characteristic to 
observer without direct access to the Tor nodes
– discover which Tor server is being used to inject the 

traffic stream, and degrade the anonymity to a 
collection of simple proxy servers

– Simple cover traffic strategy would not work (Wei 
Dai's attack), Tor has to use cover traffic all the time, 
and not simply when there is not enough real traffic to 
fill all the links

● Higher volumes of traffic degrade the performance 
of the attack

● Mixing increases the latency



Two strategies to protect Tor

● Perfect interference
– Output streams have the same shape, or another 

random shape
– Hard to tell the correspondence of input/output stream
– Increase the latency

● Non-interference
– Very difficult to implement in practice
– All streams share a lot of common resources

● Tor packet scheduler, TCP/IP stack, physical network and 
CPU of the Tor node



Linkability Attack

● Tor uses the same connection to route many 
streams from the same initiator
– Two streams use the same path strongly indicates that 

they belong to the same initiator
– Easier to link two events to the same initiator than a 

simple proxy
● More vulnerable when increasing the length of the 

Tor path, the number of the Tor nodes
– Common chain gets less common



Variants of the Attack

● Modulate the probe traffic sent to the Tor node in 
a loop and try to detect the effects on requests sent 
by the initiator
– In cases where the traffic is mainly from the victim to 

the server
● Probe each Tor node in turn for a given stream 

lifetime
– Use orthogonal pattern for each node
– Repeated test for elimination
– Group test at one time



Variants of the Attack cont.

● If no total control over the corrupt server
– Server is observable, take advantage of a known traffic 

pattern on the server
– Otherwise, alter the load on the server by modulating 

DoS attack
● Identify the entry point by estimating how much 

the induced traffic pattern is shifted as it travels 
through the network.



Conclusion

● An attack against Tor by a modest adversary

● Degrade the Tor nodes to the level of a simple 
collections of proxy, or even worse

● Applicable to other low latency anonymous 
network


